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2.5. Executing programs
n When a program is executed, a run-time system has

to take the program (or the result of a compilation)
and other needed components and has to perform the
steps that the semantics of the used expressions and
statements dictate.

n Different programming paradigms make different
assumptions on how this execution is achieved

n These assumptions usually are already reflected in
how programs are structured!

n However, how exactly the run-time system is
designed depends on its designer, not the language
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Executing Pascal programs

n Pascal is a programming language that is designed to
be compiled

n How a program is compiled depends on the machine
it is supposed to run on and on how the designer of
the compiler implements the language constructs

n Due to the structure of Pascal programs, compilers
deal with functions and procedures by preparing
them for being controled by a run-time stack
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Run-time stack (I)

n In order to deal with nested subprograms and
recursion, the run-time system is centered around a
stack data structure that
l puts the relevant declarations and variables on top

of the stack when a subprogram is entered
l updates the result variables (and other visible

variables) whenever a subprogram is finished
(in the next stack entry, after the entry for the
finished subprogram is removed).
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Run-time stack (II)
n The exact structure of a stack entry depends on

programming language and compiler, but usually we
have
l fields for all variables of the subprogram
l fields for the parameters of the subprogram
l a return address telling the run-time system where

to return to in the calling preocedure
n In addition to the stack holding the data mentioned

above, the body of a subprogram (that is static) has
also to be stored somewhere for access by the run-
time system
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Executing Java programs

n Java programs are compiled into byte code for the
java virtual machine (was basic idea)

n The byte code is then interpreted by the run-time
system on the machine

n This allows for dynamically loading additional
classes

n The run-time system has to manage
l class templates
l objects, meassages between them, methods
l class variables
l garbage collection
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Class templates (I)
n If the run-time system has to create an object of a

certain class, it needs to have information about the
variables of the class and the methods that objects of
this class have to provide.

n This information is generated using a data structure
the compiler produces for each class that contains the
necessary information (this structure is called class
template or class instance record, depending on what
concrete data structure the compiler uses)

n The class template makes use of all the information
on the class hierarchy, to determine exactly which
code realizes the correct methods of this class.
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Class templates (II)

n If no classes are dynamically loaded, class templates
may have to be updated

n Since overloading of methods is possible, the
template has to store all code segments realizing a
particular method and whenever an object gets a
message invoking a particular method, this message
is dynamically bound to the right method (based on
the argument list)

n The run-time system kind of uses pointers to
methods to realize this
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Managing objects

n Whenever an object is created, the correct class
template is determined and the basic data structure
of this template is copied and instantiated with the
data of this object

n The run-time system gets the necessary memory
space from a heap that it uses to control the available
memory

n Naturally, the run-time system has to keep track of
all created objects
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What about primitive data types?

n Elements of primitive data types are not objects!
n The run-time system deals with such elements like

the run-time system of an imperative programming
language would (put the values of variables of these
types on a run-time stack)

n The run-time stack-like structure is also used to keep
track of messages and execution of the methods
called by these messages
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Class variables?

n Java knows an additional kind of variables that has to
be treated in an imperative manner:

class variables
n They can be seen as something like a global variable,

they are defined in class definitions, but they are not
instantiated for each object of the class they exist only
once.

n They are defined using the static keyword
n They are accessed through the class name
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Class variables: example

public class Circle {
static int instance_count = 0; // initialize class
public Circle (double x, double y, double r) {

this.x = x; this.y = y; this.r = r;
instance_count++;

}
public Circle() {this(0.0,0.0,1.0)}

……...

}
Access to class variable: Circle.instance_count
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Garbage collection
n The run-time system does not only have to allocate

memory for creating objects (and the class templates
and the run-time stack) it also deallocate used
memory

n This is done in Java by the so-called garbage collector
routine that is run if we are low on memory

n Essentially, the garbage collector goes through the
memory assigned to the run-time system and marks
all memory cells that are referenced by already
marked cells.

n All not marked cells are reclaimed by the heap
managing the free memory cells


